TILLAMOOK COUNTY

TILE

# 745

SECT: 12
1/4
COR. 13 I 4S R 10 W WM

HISTORICAL: MAP B-526 Bk. 53 p. 338

GLO Bearing Tres.
36" fir NPE 165 Lbs
1879
55" fir S18W 222 Lbs

1966 - 1/4 corner & - found by L.E. FULTZ

CONDITION

Good

FOUN D:

Iron, Truck Axle

Tree is Standing - 30" Alder BT Scribing is barely visible

Tree is Standing - Dead 10" Alder, BT - which had been faced and is starting to rot

COMMENTS:

11-19-71 - Fd Truck Axle - replaced it with Brass Cap

Fd Bearing Trees - Made in 1968 - all in good condition

REWITNESS

"1971 NOVEMBER"

1 set 2" Iron pipe - up to Brass Cap in cement & tile

R. G. Hat Section

S. E. 8 feet

NEW ACCESSORY: With permission from the Co. & - I made

175 Alder Trees as follows:

North 1/4 Sec. 13 - 14" Alder - S82° E132'

COMMENTS: Center line of Mount Bebe Road is

± 75 feet from edge of 1/4 corner

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

George Utter

Gale Arthur

DATE: 12/11/69

PHOTO: SEC.